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In this paper we have derived reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients of qP-waves at a corrugated interface between two
diﬀerent elastic half-spaces of monoclinic type. Using Rayleigh’s method, the expressions for reﬂection and transmission
coeﬃcients are derived in closed form for a speciﬁc interface and for the ﬁrst order approximation of the corrugation. Numer-
ical computations are performed for a speciﬁc model and the results obtained have been shown graphically. The variation of
themodulus of reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients with the angle of incidence, frequency and corrugation of the interface
are shown separately. These coeﬃcients are found to be strongly inﬂuenced by the angle of incidence, frequency, elastic
parameters and amplitude of the corrugation of the interface. It is found that (i) the modulus of reﬂection and transmission
coeﬃcients at the plane interface are independent of corrugation of the interface and that of frequency of the incident wave,
(ii) the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients of regularly reﬂected and transmittedwaves are found to be greater than that of
irregularly reﬂected and transmitted waves, (iii) the coeﬃcients of irregularly reﬂected and transmitted waves are found to
increase and decrease with increase of corrugation and frequency parameters respectively. The results of Singh andKhurana
[Singh, S.J., Khurana, S., 2001. Reﬂection and transmission of P- and SV-waves at the interface two betweenmonoclinic elas-
tic half-spaces. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. India 71(A) (IV), 305–319] have been reduced from the present problem.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The subject of wave propagation and their reﬂection and transmission from interfaces in an elastic medium is
of great interest since long. These studies help us manifold e.g. the elastic waves propagating through the Earth
(called seismic waves) have to travel through diﬀerent layers and interfaces. The velocities of these waves are
inﬂuenced by the properties of the layer through which they travel and whenever these waves come across
the discontinuities between diﬀerent layers, the phenomena of reﬂection and transmission take place. The sig-
nals of these reﬂected and transmitted waves are not only helpful in providing information about the internal0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2006.04.025
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metals etc. The technique of waves propagation is one of the most suitable in terms of time saving and economy.
So the problems of elastic wave propagation and their reﬂection and transmission are of great help to geophy-
sist, engineers in mineral companies and future researchers in the pertinent area. The surfaces/interfaces
between the diﬀerent layers of the rocks/Earth crust are not perfectly plane interface, but they are irregular
in nature up to some extent. The undulated nature of the surfaces/interfaces cannot be approximated to a per-
fect plane, so it necessary to take into account the amplitude of corrugation of the interface, while studying the
problems of transmission of waves through these interfaces. Researchers have attempted some problems of
reﬂection and refraction of elastic waves from irregular interfaces using diﬀerent techniques. Rayleigh (1907)
was the ﬁrst who initiated the study of reﬂection and transmission phenomena of light and sound waves at irreg-
ular boundary surface. In his method, the boundary conditions of the corrugated interface were expressed in
Fourier series and the unknown coeﬃcients in the solutions are determined to any order of approximation
by assuming that the amplitude and slope of corrugation are both small. This method is known as Rayleigh’s
method after his name. Later, Rayleigh’s technique was applied to various other ﬁelds to study the reﬂection
and transmission phenomena of waves at irregular boundary surface. Several papers have been appeared based
on Rayleigh’s technique and other techniques in the problems of scattering of elastic waves from boundary sur-
faces e.g. Asano (1960, 1961, 1966), Abubakar (1962a,b,c), Rice (1951), Dunkin and Eringen (1962), Deresie-
wiez and Wolf (1964), Levy and Deresiewicz (1967), Kuo and Nafe (1962), Tomar and Saini (1997), Gupta
(1978, 1987), Tomar et al. (2002), Kumar et al. (2003), Tomar and Kaur (2003) and Kaur and Tomar (2004).
Nayfeh (1991) derived analytical expressions for the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients from the inter-
faces of liquid-anisotropic half-spaces possessing up to as low as monoclinic symmetry and the expressions for
the distributions of stresses and displacements throughout the ﬂuid–solid system. He has also deduced the
variations of phase velocity and beam shifting parameters with azimuthal angles. Chattopadhyay and
Choudhury (1995) attempted a problem of reﬂection of P-waves at plane boundary of a half-space of mono-
clinic type. Later, Chattopadhyay and Saha (1996) investigated the reﬂection and refraction of P-waves at a
plane interface between two diﬀerent monoclinic media. Chattopadhyay et al. (1997) discussed the reﬂection
and transmission of shear waves in monoclinic media. Chattopadhyay and Saha (1999) attempted the reﬂec-
tion and refraction of quasi-SV-waves at the interface of the monoclinic media. Singh (1999) commented on
the paper ‘‘Reﬂection phenomena of P-waves in the monoclinic type’’ by Chattopadhyay and Choudhury. He
pointed out that the assumption made by Chattopadhyay and Choudhury (1995) that P-waves and SV-waves
in monoclinic medium are purely longitudinal and purely transverse respectively, are not acceptable. He
showed that P-waves are purely longitudinal and SV-waves are purely transverse only in a speciﬁc direction
and, in general, angle of incidence is not equal to angle of reﬂection. Later, Singh and Khurana (2002) inves-
tigated correctly the problem of reﬂection of P- and SV-waves at a free surface of a monoclinic elastic half-
space. Singh and Khurana (2001) also investigated the reﬂection and transmission of P- and SV-waves at
the interface between two monoclinic elastic half-spaces.
In this paper, we have attempted a problem of a plane qP-wave incident obliquely at a corrugated interface
between two diﬀerent monoclinic elastic half-spaces. It is assumed that the amplitude and slope of the
corrugated interface are small. Due to undulated nature of the interface, there exist irregularly reﬂected
and transmitted waves, in addition to regularly reﬂected and transmitted waves. The Rayleigh’s method of
approximation is applied to ﬁnd out the amplitude ratios of the vertical and horizontal components of dis-
placements and hence the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients of various reﬂected and transmitted waves.
Finally, the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients of regularly and irregularly reﬂected and transmitted waves
for ﬁrst order approximation of the corrugation are obtained in closed form for a special type of interface. We
have discussed the eﬀect of corrugation and frequency parameters on these reﬂection and transmission coef-
ﬁcients numerically and the results obtained are presented graphically. The results of Singh and Khurana
(2001) are reduced as a particular case of the present formulation and some more results are presented.
2. Basic equations
The constitutive relations in a homogeneous anisotropic elastic material of monoclinic type having
(x2  x3)-plane as the plane of symmetry, are given by
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s33 ¼ c13e11 þ c23e22 þ c33e33 þ 2c34e23; s23 ¼ c14e11 þ c24e22 þ c34e33 þ 2c44e23;
s13 ¼ 2ðc55e13 þ c56e12Þ; s12 ¼ 2ðc56e13 þ c66e12Þ;
ð1Þwhere 2eij = ui,j + uj,i, ui are components of displacement vector u(x2,x3, t), sij are components of stress tensor,
cij, (i,j = 1,2, . . . , 6) are elastic constants.





ði; j ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ; ð2Þwhere q is density of the medium.

























































: ð5ÞWe note that Eq. (3) is uncoupled in u1, while Eqs. (4) and (5) are coupled in u2 and u3. Thus Eq. (3) represents
the motion of SH-wave in the medium and Eqs. (4) and (5) represent the motion of qP and qSV-waves.
Let c be the phase velocity and k be the wavenumber of plane wave propagating in x2x3-plane in the direc-
tion having unit propagation vector p = (0,p2,p3). Taking plane wave solutions of Eqs. (4) and (5) in the formfu2; u3gðx2; x3; tÞ ¼ Afd2; d3g expfıkðct  x2p2  x3p3Þg; ð6Þ
where d = (0,d2,d3) is the unit displacement vector and is known as the polarization vector. Inserting these
expressions of u2 and u3 in the equations of motion given by (4) and (5), we obtainðU  qc2Þd2 þ Vd3 ¼ 0; ð7Þ
Vd2 þ ðZ  qc2Þd3 ¼ 0; ð8ÞwhereUðp2; p3Þ ¼ c22p22 þ c44p23 þ 2c24p2p3; V ðp2; p3Þ ¼ c24p22 þ c34p23 þ ðc23 þ c44Þp2p3;
Zðp2; p3Þ ¼ c44p22 þ c33p23 þ 2c34p2p3:
ð9ÞFrom Eqs. (7) and (8), we may writed2
d3
¼ V
qc2  U ¼
qc2  Z
V
; ð10Þwhich gives2qc2 ¼ U þ Z 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðU  ZÞ2 þ 4V 2
q
: ð11ÞEq. (11) gives the phase velocity of qP-waves (with ‘plus’ sign) and qSV-waves (with ‘minus’ sign). It has been
shown by Singh (1999) that Eq. (3) represents the equation of motion for SH-wave whose phase velocity is
given byc66p22 þ 2c56p2p3 þ c55p23 ¼ qc2:
Also, Eq. (6) will represent a purely longitudinal waves (P-waves) or purely transverse waves (SV-waves) ifc24p42 þ ðc23  c22 þ 2c44Þp3p32  3ðc24  c34Þp22p23  ðc23  c33 þ 2c44Þp2p33  c34p43 ¼ 0;
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equation gives the directions of propagation for which P-waves are purely longitudinal or SV-waves are purely
transverse.
3. Formulation of the problem and solution
Let us consider a corrugated interface given by x3 = f(x2) separating the two homogeneous monoclinic elas-
tic half-spaces, namely H and H 0; where f is a periodic function of x2 independent of x1 and the mean value of
which is zero. Let x1x2 plane is horizontal and x3 axis is normal to this plane pointing downward. Let the half-
space H be occupying the region f(x2) 6 x3 <1 and the half-space H 0 be occupying the region
1 < x3 6 f(x2). We shall denote the elastic parameters, stresses and displacement components in medium
H without prime and those in medium H 0 with primes. We shall take the elastic plane of symmetry of H




ınpx2 þ fneınpx2½ ; ð12Þwhere fn and fn are the coeﬃcients of series expansion of order n, p is the wavenumber and ı ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p , we









ðn ¼ 2; 3; 4; 5 . . .Þ; ð13Þwe getfðx2Þ ¼ d cosðpx2Þ þ
X1
n¼2
½cn cosðnpx2Þ þ sn sinðnpx2Þ: ð14ÞIf the interface shape is represented by only one cosine term i.e. f = dcos(px2), then the wavelength of corru-
gation will be 2pp , where d is the amplitude of the corrugation of the interface. We shall now discuss the reﬂec-
tion and refraction of plane qP-wave incident on the corrugated interface (Fig. 1).
Suppose a plane qP-wave propagating through the medium H becomes incident at the corrugated interface.
This incident qP-wave will give rise reﬂected and transmitted qP and qSV-waves at the interface x3 = f(x2). We
shall discuss two-dimensional problem in x2x3 plane. Since the interface is corrugated in nature, therefore the  H/ 
                                                               qSV 
                                                                                    qP 
                                                                                                                   X2 
  H            qP                                                                          qP 
                                                                                qSV 
                                                 X3 
Fig. 1. Geometry of the problem.
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corrugation of the interface, there will be irregularly reﬂected and transmitted qP-waves and qSV-waves in
addition to regularly reﬂected and transmitted qP- and qSV-waves. The total displacement in H will be the
sum of incident wave and regularly reﬂected as well as irregularly reﬂected waves. Thus, the displacements
u2 and u3 in the medium H, after dropping the common factor e
ıxt, are given byu2 ¼ A0 exp ıx x2 sin h0  x3 cos h0c0
  






An exp ıx x2 sin hn þ x3 cos hnc1
  
þ A0n exp ıx
x2 sin h
0
n þ x3 cos h0n
c1
   















u3 ¼ A00 exp ıx x2 sin h0  x3 cos h0c0
  






A0n exp ıx x2 sin hn þ x3 cos hnc1
  
þ A00n exp ıx
x2 sin h
0
n þ x3 cos h0n
c1
   










n þ x3 cos/0n
c2
  
: ð16ÞSince each of the incident qP-wave, regularly reﬂected qP-wave, irregularly reﬂected qP-waves, regularly re-
ﬂected qSV-wave and irregularly reﬂected qSV-waves must satisfy the equations of motion inH, we can obtain
the following relations among the coeﬃcients as (see Singh and Khurana, 2001)A0 ¼ F 0A00; A ¼ FA0; An ¼ F nA0n; A0n ¼ F 0nA00n;
B ¼ F 10B0; Bn ¼ F 1nB0n; B0n ¼ F 01nB00n;





; F ¼ V 10











; F 0n ¼
V 01n
qc21  U 01n
¼ qc
2
1  Z 01n
V 01n
;













qc22  U 02n
¼ qc
2
2  Z 02n
V 02n
;
2qc20 ¼ U 0 þ Z0 þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðU 0  Z0Þ2 þ 4V 20
q
; 2qc21 ¼ U 10 þ Z10 þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðU 10  Z10Þ2 þ 4V 210
q
;
2qc22 ¼ U 20 þ Z20 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðU 20  Z20Þ2 þ 4V 220
q
:
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0
3 in the half-space H
0, after dropping the common factor eıxt, are given
byu02 ¼ C exp ıx











n  x3 cos d0n
c3
  






Dn exp ıx x2 sin cn  x3 cos cnc4
  
þ D0n exp ıx
x2 sin c0n  x3 cos c0n
c4
   
; ð18Þ
u03 ¼ C0 exp ıx











n  x3 cos d0n
c3
  





D0n exp ıx x2 sin cn  x3 cos cnc4
  
þ D00n exp ıx
x2 sin c0n  x3 cos c0n
c4
   
: ð19ÞThe regularly transmitted qP-wave, irregularly transmitted qP-waves, regularly transmitted qSV-wave and
irregularly transmitted qSV-waves must satisfy their equations of motion in H 0, therefore we obtainC ¼ F 20C0; Cn ¼ F 2nC0n; C0n ¼ F 02nC00n; D ¼ F 30D0; Dn ¼ F 3nD0n; D0n ¼ F 03nD00n;











q0c23  U 03n
¼ qc
2
3  Z 03n
V 03n









; F 03n ¼
V 04n
q0c24  U 04n
¼ q
0c24  Z 04n
V 04n
;
2q0c23 ¼ U 30 þ Z30 þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðU 30  Z30Þ2 þ 4V 230
q
;
2q0c24 ¼ U 40 þ Z40 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðU 40  Z40Þ2 þ 4V 240
q
:
ð20ÞThe expressions for U, V and Z with corresponding suﬃxes are obtained from the Eq. (9) on substituting suit-
able values of p2 and p3. For the incident qP-wave with angle h0: (p2 = sinh0, p3 = cosh0), for regularly re-
ﬂected qP-wave with angle h: (p2 = sinh, p3 = cosh), for irregularly reﬂected qP-wave with angle hn:
(p2 = sinhn, p3 = coshn), for irregularly reﬂected qP-wave with angle h
0
n: ðp2 ¼ sin h0n; p3 ¼ cos h0nÞ, for regu-
larly reﬂected qSV-wave with angle /: (p2 = sin/, p3 = cos/), irregularly reﬂected qSV-wave with angle /n:
(p2 = sin/n,p3 = cos/n), for irregularly reﬂected qSV-waves with angle /
0
n: ðp2 ¼ sin/0n; p3 ¼ cos/0nÞ.
For regularly transmitted qP-wave with angle d: (p2 = sind, p3 = cosd), for irregularly transmitted qP-
wave with angle dn: (p2 = sindn,p3 = cosdn), for irregularly transmitted qP-wave with angle d0n:
ðp2 ¼ sin d0n; p3 ¼  cos d0nÞ, for regularly transmitted qSV-wave with angle c: (p2 = sinc, p3 = cosc), for
irregularly transmitted qSV-wave with angle cn: (p2 = sincn,p3 = coscn), for irregularly transmitted qSV-
wave with angle c0n: ðp2 ¼ sin c0n; p3 ¼  cos c0nÞ.
These expressions are given byV 0 ¼ c24 sin2 h0 þ c34 cos2 h0  ðc23 þ c44Þ sin h0 cos h0;
U 0 ¼ c22 sin2 h0 þ c44 cos2 h0  2c24 sin h0 cos h0;
Z0 ¼ c44 sin2 h0 þ c33 cos2 h0  2c34 sin h0 cos h0;
V 10 ¼ c24 sin2 hþ c34 cos2 hþ ðc23 þ c44Þ sin h cos h;
U 10 ¼ c22 sin2 hþ c44 cos2 hþ 2c24 sin h cos h;
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V 1n ¼ c24 sin2 hn þ c34 cos2 hn þ ðc23 þ c44Þ sin hn cos hn;
U 1n ¼ c22 sin2 hn þ c44 cos2 hn þ 2c24 sin hn cos hn;
Z1n ¼ c44 sin2 hn þ c33 cos2 hn þ 2c34 sin hn cos hn;
V 20 ¼ c24 sin2 /þ c34 cos2 /þ ðc23 þ c44Þ sin/ cos/;
U 20 ¼ c22 sin2 /þ c44 cos2 /þ 2c24 sin/ cos/;
Z20 ¼ c44 sin2 /þ c33 cos2 /þ 2c34 sin/ cos/;
V 2n ¼ c24 sin2 /n þ c34 cos2 /n þ ðc23 þ c44Þ sin/n cos/n;
U 2n ¼ c22 sin2 /n þ c44 cos2 /n þ 2c24 sin/n cos/n;
Z2n ¼ c44 sin2 /n þ c33 cos2 /n þ 2c34 sin/n cos/n;
V 30 ¼ c024 sin2 dþ c034 cos2 d ðc023 þ c044Þ sin d cos d;
U 30 ¼ c022 sin2 dþ c044 cos2 d 2c024 sin d cos d;
Z30 ¼ c044 sin2 dþ c033 cos2 d 2c034 sin d cos d;
V 3n ¼ c024 sin2 dn þ c034 cos2 dn  ðc023 þ c044Þ sin dn cos dn;
U 3n ¼ c022 sin2 dn þ c044 cos2 dn  2c024 sin dn cos dn;
Z3n ¼ c044 sin2 dn þ c033 cos2 dn  2c034 sin dn cos dn;
V 40 ¼ c024 sin2 cþ c034 cos2 c ðc023 þ c044Þ sin c cos c;
U 40 ¼ c022 sin2 cþ c044 cos2 c 2c024 sin c cos c;
Z40 ¼ c044 sin2 cþ c033 cos2 c 2c034 sin c cos c;
V 4n ¼ c024 sin2 cn þ c034 cos2 cn  ðc023 þ c044Þ sin cn cos cn;
U 4n ¼ c022 sin2 cn þ c044 cos2 cn  2c024 sin cn cos cn;











2n from V2n, U2n and Z2n by replacing /n with /
0






3n from V3n, U3n
and Z3n by replacing dn by d
0






4n from V4n, U4n and Z4n by replacing cn with c
0
n.
In the monoclinic medium, the angle of incidence of plane wave is not equal to the angle of reﬂection
(Singh, 1999). The relation between the angle of incidence and that of the angles of reﬂected and transmitted












; ð21Þwhere ca is apparent velocity. Moreover, various angles of regularly and irregularly waves made with the nor-
mal are related through the following Spectrum theorem (Abubakar, 1962a,b,c)sin hn  sin h ¼ npc1x ; sin h
0
n  sin h ¼ 
npc1
x




sin/0n  sin/ ¼ 
npc2
x
; sin dn  sin d ¼ npc3x ; sin d
0




sin cn  sin c ¼
npc4
x
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The boundary conditions are the continuity of displacements and stresses (normal and shear) at the corru-
gated interface. The mathematical form of these boundary conditions can be expressed as:
At x3 = f(x2), we haveu2 ¼ u02; u3 ¼ u03; ð23Þ
s32 þ ðs33  s22Þf0  s23f02
	 
 ¼ s032 þ ðs033  s022Þf0  s023f02	 
; ð24Þ
s33  2s23f0 þ s22f02
	 
 ¼ s033  2s023f0 þ s022f02	 
; ð25Þwhere f 0 is the derivative of f with respect to x2. Using constitutive relations given by (1), the above Eqs. (24)
and (25) can be written as½ðc23  c22Þf0 þ c24ð1 f02Þ ou2ox2 þ ½ðc33  c23Þf
0 þ c34ð1 f02Þ ou3ox3




¼ ½ðc023  c022Þf0 þ c024ð1 f02Þ
ou02
ox2
þ ½ðc033  c023Þf0 þ c034ð1 f02Þ
ou03
ox03










½c23 þ c22f02  2c24f0 ou2ox2 þ ½c33 þ c23f
02  2c34f0 ou3ox3 þ ½c34 þ c24f




¼ ½c023 þ c022f02  2c024f0
ou02
ox2
þ ½c033 þ c023f02  2c034f0
ou03
ox3








: ð27ÞUsing Eqs. (12), (15), (16), (18), (19), (21) and (22) into Eqs. (23), (26) and (27), we obtainA00 expðıfR0Þ þ A0 expðıfRÞ þ
X1
n¼1
½A0neınpx2 expðıfRnÞ þ A00neınpx2 expðıfR0nÞ
þ B0 expðıfQÞ þ
X1
n¼1
½B0neınpx2 expðıfQnÞ þ B00neınpx2 expðıfQ0nÞ
¼ C0 expðıfSÞ þ
X1
n¼1




½D0neınpx2 expðıfLnÞ þ D00neınpx2 expðıfL0nÞ; ð28Þ
A0 expðıfR0Þ þ A expðıfRÞ þ
X1
n¼1
½Aneınpx2 expðıfRnÞ þ A0neınpx2 expðıfR0nÞ
þ B expðıfQÞ þ
X1
n¼1
½Bneınpx2 expðıfQnÞ þ B0neınpx2 expðıfQ0nÞ
¼ C expðıfSÞ þ
X1
n¼1




½Dneınpx2 expðıfLnÞ þ D0neınpx2 expðıfL0nÞ; ð29Þ
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X1
n¼1
ı½ðP 0 þ npÞ




ı½ðP 0 þ npÞBneınpx2 expðıfQnÞ þ ðP 0  npÞB0neınpx2 expðıfQ0nÞ








ı½QnB0neınpx2 expðıfQnÞ þ Q0nB00neınpx2 expðıfQ0nÞ








ı½QnBneınpx2 expðıfQnÞ þ Q0nB0neınpx2 expðıfQ0nÞ  ıP 0A00 expðıfR0Þ
 ıP 0A0 expðıfRÞ 
X1
n¼1
ı½ðP 0 þ npÞA0neınpx2 expðıfRnÞ þ ðP 0  npÞA00neınpx2 expðıfR0nÞ
 ıP 0B0 expðıfQÞ 
X1
n¼1
ı½ðP 0 þ npÞB0neınpx2 expðıfQnÞ þ ðP 0  npÞB00neınpx2 expðıfQ0nÞ
¼ ½ðc023  c022Þf0 þ c024ð1 f02Þ½ıP 0C expðıfSÞ 
X1
n¼1
ı½ðP 0 þ npÞCneınpx2 expðıfSnÞ
þ ðP 0  npÞC0neınpx2 expðıfS0nÞ  ıP 0D expðıfLÞ 
X1
n¼1
ı½ðP 0 þ npÞDneınpx2 expðıfLnÞ








ı½LnD0neınpx2 expðıfLnÞ þ L0nD00neınpx2 expðıfL0nÞ þ ½ðc034  c024Þf0 þ c044ð1 f02Þ
 ½ıSC expðıfSÞ þ
X1
n¼1












ı½ðP 0 þ npÞD0neınpx2 expðıfLnÞ þ ðP 0  npÞD00neınpx2 expðıfL0nÞ; ð30Þ




ı½ðP 0 þ npÞAneınpx2 expðıfRnÞ þ ðP 0  npÞA0neınpx2 expðıfR0nÞ
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X1
n¼1
ı½ðP 0 þ npÞBneınpx2 expðıfQnÞ þ ðP 0  npÞB0neınpx2 expðıfQ0nÞ
















ı½QnBneınpx2 expðıfQnÞ þ Q0nB0neınpx2 expðıfQ0nÞ  A00ıP 0 expðıfR0Þ
 A0ıP 0 expðıfRÞ 
X1
n¼1
ı½A0nðP 0 þ npÞeınpx2 expðıfRnÞ þ A00nðP 0  npÞeınpx2 expðıfR0nÞ
 B0ıP 0 expðıfQÞ 
X1
n¼1
ı½B0nðP 0 þ npÞeınpx2 expðıfQnÞ þ B00nðP 0  npÞeınpx2 expðıfQ0nÞ
¼ ½c023 þ c022f02  2c024f0½CıP 0 expðıfSÞ 
X1
n¼1
ı½CnðP 0 þ npÞeınpx2 expðıfSnÞ
þ C0nðP 0  npÞeınpx2 expðıfS0nÞ  DıP 0 expðıfLÞ 
X1
n¼1
ı½DnðP 0 þ npÞeınpx2 expðıfLnÞ








ı½D0nLneınpx2 expðıfLnÞ þ D00nL0neınpx2 expðıfL0nÞ þ ½c034 þ c024f02  2c044f0
 ½CıS expðıfSÞ þ
X1
n¼1












ı½D0nðP 0 þ npÞeınpx2 expðıfLnÞ þ D00nðP 0  npÞeınpx2 expðıfL0nÞ; ð31Þwheref0 ¼
X1
n¼1
ınp½fneınpx2  fneınpx2 ;
P 0 ¼ x sin h0c0 ; R0 ¼
x cos h0
c0
; R ¼ x cos h
c1














; S ¼ x cos d
c3




; L ¼ x cos c
c4
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We assume that the corrugation of the interface is so small such thatexpðıfR0Þ ¼ 1 ıfR0; expðıfRÞ ¼ 1 ıfR; . . . ð32ÞPutting Eqs. (12), (17), (20) and (32) into Eqs. (28)–(31) and collecting the term independent of x and f, we
obtain after simpliﬁcationMN ¼ G; ð33ÞwhereM ¼
1 1 1 1
F F 10 F 20 F 30
a a1 a2 a3














; G ¼ 1 F 0 1 1½ t:The elements of matrix N represent the amplitude ratios for vertical components of the displacement of reg-
















































1 1 1 1
F F 10 F 20 F 30
a a1 a2 a3
b b1 b2 b3


and the values of DA0 ; DB0 ; DC0 and DD0 can be written by replacing ﬁrst, second, third and fourth columns of
the determinant in D with the elements of column matrix G respectively. Anda ¼ Fc24 þ c44 þ ðFc44 þ c34Þ cot h
F 0c24 þ c44  ðF 0c44 þ c34Þ cot h0 ; a1 ¼
F 10c24 þ c44 þ ðF 10c44 þ c34Þ cot/
F 0c24 þ c44  ðF 0c44 þ c34Þ cot h0 ;
a2 ¼ F 20c
0
24 þ c044  ðF 20c044 þ c034Þ cot d
F 0c24 þ c44  ðF 0c44 þ c34Þ cot h0 ; a3 ¼
F 30c024 þ c044  ðF 30c044 þ c034Þ cot c
F 0c24 þ c44  ðF 0c44 þ c34Þ cot h0 ;
b ¼ Fc23 þ c34 þ ðFc34 þ c33Þ cot h
F 0c23 þ c34  ðF 0c34 þ c33Þ cot h0 ; b1 ¼
F 10c23 þ c34 þ ðF 10c34 þ c33Þ cot/
F 0c23 þ c34  ðF 0c34 þ c33Þ cot h0 ;
b2 ¼ F 20c
0
23 þ c034  ðF 20c034 þ c033Þ cot d
F 0c23 þ c34  ðF 0c34 þ c33Þ cot h0 ; b3 ¼
F 30c023 þ c034  ðF 30c034 þ c033Þ cot c








A00. Thus, the reﬂection
coeﬃcients (Rpp—for reﬂected qP-wave, Rps—for reﬂected qSV-wave) and transmission coeﬃcients (Tpp—
transmitted qP-wave, Tps—for transmitted qSV-wave), are given by






























ð36ÞThese are the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients due to incident qP-waves at a plane interface between
two monoclinic elastic half-spaces. These coeﬃcients exactly match with those earlier obtained by Singh
and Khurana (2001) for the relevant problem.
Comparing the coeﬃcients of eınpx2 in Eqs. (28)–(31), we obtain a system of four equations. These equa-
tions can be written in matrix form asM1N 1 ¼ G1; ð37Þ
whereM1 ¼
1 1 1 1
F n F 1n F 2n F 3n
d3 d4 d7 d8












; G1 ¼ f1 f2 f3 f4½ t:The elements of matrix N1 represent the amplitude ratios of vertical components of displacement for irregular
waves at angles hn, /n, dn and cn. From Eq. (37), we get the following values of amplitude ratios of vertical















































1 1 1 1
F n F 1n F 2n F 3n
d3 d4 d7 d8
e3 e4 e7 e8


and the values of DA0n ; DB0n ; DC0n and DD0n can be written by replacing ﬁrst, second, third and fourth columns











f2 ¼ ıfn F 0R0 þ FR
A0
A00
þ F 10Q B0A00 þ F 20S
C0
A00
þ F 30L D0A00
 
;
f3 ¼ ı 1þ d1 A
0
A00






f4 ¼ ı 1þ e1 A
0
A00






dk ¼ d0kd0 ; ek ¼
e0k
e0
ðk ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 8Þ;
ð40Þ










 ðc34  c24ÞnP 0 þ c44 P 0R0p

fn;






ðc33  c23ÞnR c34 R
2
p
 ðc34  c24ÞnP 0  c44 P 0Rp

fn;






ðc33  c23ÞnQ c34 Q
2
p
 ðc34  c24ÞnP 0  c44 P 0Qp

fn;






















d05 ¼ ðc023  c022ÞnP 0 þ c024
P 0S
p






þðc033  c023ÞnS  c034
S2
p





d06 ¼ ðc023  c022ÞnP 0 þ c024
P 0L
p






þðc033  c023ÞnL c034
L2
p































































þ 2c34nR c34 P 0Rp þ 2c44nP 0

fn;










þ 2c34nQ c34 P 0Qp þ 2nc44P 0

fn;
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P 0S
p






































































:Similarly, on comparing the coeﬃcients of eınpx2 to both sides of Eqs. (28)–(31), we obtainM2N 2 ¼ G2; ð41Þ
whereM2 ¼
1 1 1 1
F 0n F
0
1n F 02n F 03n
d 03 d
0


















; G2 ¼ f1 f2 f 03 f 04½ t:The elements of matrix N2 represent the amplitude ratios of vertical components of displacement for irregular






n respectively. Solving Eq. (41), we get amplitude ratios of vertical compo-



































































; ð43Þwhere  
D01 ¼
1 1 1 1
F 0n F
0
1n F 02n F 03n
d 03 d
0














can be written by replacing the elements of ﬁrst, second, third and
fourth columns of the determinant in D01 with the corresponding elements of column matrix G2 respectively.
The f1 and f2 are deﬁned earlier, while the expressions of f 03 and f
0


































ðk ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 8Þ;
ð44Þ
d 00 ¼ ðc23  c22ÞnP 0 þ c24
P 0R0
p











þ ðc34  c24ÞnP 0 þ c44 P 0R0p

fn;
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P 0R
p









þ ðc34  c24ÞnP 0  c44 P 0Rp

fn;
d 002 ¼ ðc23  c22ÞnP 0  c24
P 0Q
p






þðc33  c23ÞnQ c34 Q
2
p
þ ðc34  c24ÞnP 0  c44 P 0Qp

fn;
d 003 ¼  c44
R0n
p
þ c24 P 0p  n
  
F 0n  c34
R0n
p
 c44 P 0p  n
 
;
d 004 ¼  c44
Q0n
p
þ c24 P 0p  n
  
F 01n  c34
Q0n
p
 c44 P 0p  n
 
;
d 005 ¼ ðc023  c022ÞnP 0 þ c024
P 0S
p






ðc033  c023ÞnS  c034
S2
p





d 006 ¼ ðc023  c022ÞnP 0 þ c024
P 0L
p






ðc033  c023ÞnL c034
L2
p


























































































 2c34nQ c34 P 0Qp  2nc44P 0

fn;










F 0n  c33
R0n
p
 c34 P 0p  n
 
;










F 01n  c33
Q0n
p
 c34 P 0p  n
 
;
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P 0S
p





































































:The reﬂection coeﬃcients: Rnp—for the irregularly reﬂected qP-wave at angle hn, R
n
p0—for irregularly reﬂected
qP-wave at angle h0n, R
n
sv—for irregularly reﬂected qSV-wave at angle /n, R
n
sv0—for irregularly reﬂected qSV-
wave at angle /0n; and the transmission coeﬃcients: T
n
p—for the irregularly transmitted qP-wave at angle dn,




sv—for irregularly transmitted qSV-wave at angle cn,
T nsv0—for irregularly transmitted qSV-wave at angle c
0
n for the ﬁrst order approximation of the corrugation



























































ð45ÞIn a special case, when the interface is represented by only one cosine term i.e. x3 = dcos(px2), d being the
amplitude of the corrugation, then fn = fn = 0, for n5 1 and f1 ¼ f1 ¼ d2 ; for n = 1. In this case, the reﬂec-
tion and transmission coeﬃcients of irregularly reﬂected and transmitted waves for ﬁrst order approximation












































































































1 1 1 1
F 1 F 11 F 21 F 31
d13 d14 d17 d18




1 1 1 1
F 01 F
0
11 F 021 F 031
d 013 d
0
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fourth columns of the determinant in D2 with the corresponding elements of column vector








can be set up by replacing
with the corresponding elements of column vector f11; f12; f 013; f
0
14½ t in D02. Their expressions are given in
Appendix A. The expressions of F 1; F 01; F 11; . . . can be written by putting n = 1 in the expressions of
F n; F 0n; F 1n; . . . deﬁned earlier.
It can be easily veriﬁed that when the corrugation of the interface is zero, that is, when d = 0, then the deter-









this case we are left with formulae given in (36), which are the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients at plane
interface between two monoclinic elastic half-spaces.
6. Numerical results and discussion
The reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcient are computed at diﬀerent angles of incidence h0 of qP-waves.
Given the angle of incidence, one require the angle of reﬂection and transmission of various reﬂected and
transmitted waves. We analyze in detail how to ﬁnd out the angles of reﬂection h, for qP-waves, / for
qSV-waves and angles of transmission d for qP-waves and c for qSV-waves for a given value of angle of inci-
dence. The Snell’s law for a monoclinic medium is given by Eq. (21) in which the apparent velocity ca is ca =
c/p2. We deﬁne the dimensionless apparent velocity c by the relation c ¼ cab ¼ cp2b : With these, Eq. (10) becomesc4  ðU þ ZÞc2 þ ðUZ  V 2Þ ¼ 0; ð47Þ
whereU ¼ U
c44p22
¼ p2 þ 2c24p þ c22; V ¼ Vc44p22
¼ c34p2 þ ð1þ c23Þp þ c24;
Z ¼ Z
c44p22
¼ c33p2 þ 2c34p þ 1; p ¼ p3p2





:From Eq. (47), for a given value of p there are two roots of c2 corresponding to qP and qSV-waves and for a
given value of c; there are two roots of p corresponding to the reﬂected qP and qSV-waves. Substituting the
values of U ; V and Z, into Eq. (47), we obtaing0p
4 þ g1p3 þ g2p2 þ g3p þ g4 ¼ 0; ð48Þwhere g0 ¼ c33  c234; g1 ¼ 2ðc24c33  c23c34Þ; g2 ¼ 1þ c22c33 þ 2c24c34  ð1þ c23Þ2  ð1þ c33Þc2; g3 ¼ 2½c22c34
c23c24  ðc24 þ c34Þc2; g4 ¼ c4  ð1þ c22Þc2 þ c22  c224: Let us transform the above equation by using q ¼ 1p ¼ p2p3 ;
we obtaing4q
4 þ g3q3 þ g2q2 þ g1qþ g0 ¼ 0: ð49ÞFor a given angle of incidence, there are reﬂected qP and qSV-waves to the same medium in which the plane
waves incident and the two positive roots of above equation will give the directions of these reﬂected waves.
The smaller positive root, say q4 will represents for reﬂected qSV-waves and larger positive root say q3 repre-
sents for qP-waves i.e. h = tan1(q3), / = tan
1(q4) (see Singh and Khurana, 2001). Similarly in the half-space
H 0, we can ﬁnd angles of the transmitted qP and qSV-waves by making corresponding change to the values of
coeﬃcients g0, g1, g2, g3 and g4 in the Eq. (49). We can obtain the directions of transmitted qP and qSV-waves
i.e. d ¼ tan1ðq03Þ and c ¼ tan1ðq04Þ: Once these directions of regularly reﬂected and transmitted waves are
determined, one can ﬁnd out the directions of irregularly reﬂected and transmitted waves through Spectrum
theorem given by relations (22).
In order to calculate these directions of all reﬂected and transmitted waves and hence the reﬂection
and transmission coeﬃcients of all reﬂected and transmitted waves, we take the following values of relevant
elastic parameters. For monoclinic half-space H (Lithium tantalate like material): c24 = 0.11 · 1011 N/m2,
c34 = 0.80 · 1011 N/m2, c23 = 0.01 · 1011 N/m2, c33 = 0.02 · 1011 N/m2, c22 = 2.33 · 1011 N/m2, c44 = 0.97 ·
1011 N/m2, q = 7.4 · 103 kg/m3. For monoclinic half-space H 0 (lithium niobate like material):
214 S.S. Singh, S.K. Tomar / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 197–228c024 ¼0:09 1011 N=m2; c034 ¼ 0:75 1011 N=m2; c023 ¼ 0:02 1011 N=m2; c033 ¼ 0:05 1011 N=m2; c022 ¼ 2:03
1011 N=m2; c044 ¼ 0:90 1011 N=m2; q0 ¼ 4:7 103 kg=m3 and corrugation parameter (pd) and frequency
parameter (pb/x) are taken as: pd = 0.000125, pb/x = 0.01, wherever not mentioned. We have computed
the modulus of reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients of regularly and irregularly reﬂected and transmitted0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40























Fig. 2. Variation of modulus of reﬂection coeﬃcients of reﬂected qP-waves with angle of incidence (Curve-I: for Rpp, Curve-II (·102): for
R1p, Curve-III (·10
2): for R1p0 ).
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40





















Fig. 3. Variation of modulus of reﬂection coeﬃcients of reﬂected qSV-waves with angle of incidence (Curve-I: for Rps, Curve-II (·102): for
R1sv, Curve-III (·10
2): for R1sv0 ).
S.S. Singh, S.K. Tomar / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 197–228 215waves. In all the ﬁgures, the values of reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients of irregularly waves are drawn
after multiplying their original values with factor 102. Also, we have found a critical angle at h0 = 39, beyond
which no coeﬃcient is computed numerically.
Figs. 2–5 show the variations of modulus of reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients with angle of incidence.
In Fig. 2, curve I shows the reﬂection coeﬃcient Rpp of regular qP-wave, which is nearly zero near normal0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40






















Fig. 4. Variation of modulus of transmission coeﬃcients of transmitted qP-waves with angle of incidence (Curve-I: for Tpp, Curve-II
(·102): for T 1p, Curve-III (·10
2): for T 1p0 ).
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40






















Fig. 5. Variation of modulus of transmission coeﬃcients of transmitted qSV-waves with angle of incidence (Curve-I: for Tps, Curve-II
(·102): for T 1sv, Curve-III (· 10
2): for T 1sv0 ).
216 S.S. Singh, S.K. Tomar / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 197–228incidence and then increases monotonically with increase of angle of incidence h0. Curves II and III show the
variation of R1p and R
1
p0 with h0. The values of R
1
p increase with h0 upto h0 = 14 and then start decreasing
slowly in the range 14 < h0 6 39, while the values of R1p0 start from certain value near normal incidence
and then decreases, making its value almost zero at h0 = 27, thereafter its value increases linearly in the range

























Fig. 6. Variation of modulus of reﬂection coeﬃcients of reﬂected qP-waves with corrugation parameter (pd) (when h0 = 25, Curve-I: for
Rpp, Curve-II (·102): for R1p, Curve-III (·10
2): for R1p0 ).

























Fig. 7. Variation of modulus of reﬂection coeﬃcients of reﬂected qSV-waves with corrugation parameter (pd) (when h0 = 25, Curve-I: for
Rps, Curve-II (·102): for R1sv, Curve-III (·10
2): for R1sv0 ).































Fig. 8. Variation of modulus of transmission coeﬃcients of transmitted qP-waves with corrugation parameter (pd) (when h0 = 25, Curve-
I: for Tpp, Curve-II (·102): for T 1p, Curve-III (·10
2): for T 1p0 ).


































Fig. 9. Variation of modulus of transmission coeﬃcients of transmitted qSV-waves with corrugation parameter (pd) (when h0 = 25,
Curve-I: for Tps, Curve-II (·102): for T 1sv, Curve-III (·10
2): for T 1sv0 ).
S.S. Singh, S.K. Tomar / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 197–228 217value zero with increase of h0 to the value 6. Thereafter, its value increases monotonically and slightly gets ﬂat
near h0 = 39. The value of coeﬃcient R1sv is found maximum near normal incidence, it decreases soon as h0
increases achieving the value approximately zero at h0 = 15. Thereafter, as h0 increases beyond 15, the
behaviour of R1sv is almost similar to Rps. The values of R
1
sv0 is almost zero near normal incidence, it then

























Fig. 10. Variation of modulus of reﬂection coeﬃcients of reﬂected qP-waves with frequency parameter ðpbxÞ (when h0 = 25, Curve-I: for
Rpp, Curve-II (·102): for R1p, Curve-III (·10
2): for R1p0 ).




























Fig. 11. Variation of modulus of reﬂection coeﬃcients of reﬂected qSV-waves with frequency parameter ðpbxÞ (when h0 = 25, Curve-I: for
Rps, Curve-II (·102): for R1sv, Curve-III (·10
2): for R1sv0 ).
218 S.S. Singh, S.K. Tomar / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 197–228increases with h0 achieving its maximum value near 15 angle of incidence and then decreases very slowly. In
Fig. 4, we see that the coeﬃcient Tpp has maximum value nearly 1 at normal incidence, which then go on




p0 with h0 is similar, they both vanish
respectively at 30 and 38 angle of incidence. In Fig. 5, we observe that the behavior of T 1sv is similar to
the behavior of R1sv, while the behaviors of Tps and T
1
sv0 are diﬀerent for diﬀerent angle of incidence.




























Fig. 12. Variation of modulus of transmission coeﬃcients of transmitted qP-waves with frequency parameter ðpbxÞ (when h0 = 25, Curve-I:
for Tpp, Curve-II (· 102): for T 1p, Curve-III (·10
2): for T 1p0 ).
































Fig. 13. Variation of modulus of transmission coeﬃcients of transmitted qSV-waves with frequency parameter ðpbxÞ (when h0 = 25, Curve-
I: for Tps, Curve-II (· 102): for T 1sv, Curve-III (·10
2): for T 1sv0 ).
S.S. Singh, S.K. Tomar / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 197–228 219Figs. 6–9 show the variation of modulus of reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients of the reﬂected and
transmitted waves with the corrugation parameter pd, when qP-wave is incident at 25. It is noticed from these
ﬁgures that the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients Rpp, Rps, Tpp and Tps are not eﬀected by the corrugation
parameter of the interface as was expected (since these are the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients at















220 S.S. Singh, S.K. Tomar / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 197–228irregularly reﬂected and transmitted waves are found to increase linearly at diﬀerent rates with increase of cor-
rugation parameter.
Figs. 10–13 show the variation of modulus of reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients due to incident qP-
waves at 25 angle of incidence, with frequency parameter (pb/x). We note from these ﬁgures that reﬂection
and transmission coeﬃcients at plane interface are independent of frequency parameter, while other coeﬃ-











behave alike with frequency parameter in the range 0.01 6 pb/x 6 0.50, while the coeﬃcients T 1p0 and T 1sv00 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40























Fig. 14. Variation of modulus of reﬂection coeﬃcient R1pð102Þ of irregular reﬂected qP-waves at angle h1 with angle of incidence for
diﬀerent values of pd.
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Fig. 15. Variation of modulus of reﬂection coeﬃcient R1svð102Þ of irregular reﬂected qSV-waves at angle /1 with angle of incidence for
diﬀerent values of pd.
S.S. Singh, S.K. Tomar / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 197–228 221are very small and remains in the neighborhood of zero except in small range of frequency parameter
0.01 6 pb/x 6 0.20.
Figs. 14–21 show the variation of modulus of reﬂection coeﬃcients ðR1p;R1svÞ and transmission coeﬃcients
ðT 1p; T 1svÞ with h0 at diﬀerent values of corrugation parameter (pd) and frequency parameter (pb/x). We note0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40





















Fig. 16. Variation of modulus of transmission coeﬃcient T 1pð102Þ of irregular transmitted qP-waves at angle d1 with angle of incidence
for diﬀerent values of pd.
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Fig. 17. Variation of modulus of transmission coeﬃcient T 1svð102Þ of irregular transmitted qSV-waves at angle c1 with angle of incidence
for diﬀerent values of pd.
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Fig. 19. Variation of modulus of reﬂection coeﬃcient R1svð102Þ of irregular reﬂected qSV-waves at angle /1 with angle of incidence for
diﬀerent values of FRð¼ pbxÞ.
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Fig. 18. Variation of modulus of reﬂection coeﬃcient R1pð102Þ of irregular reﬂected qP-waves at angle h1 with angle of incidence for
diﬀerent values of FRð¼ pbxÞ.
222 S.S. Singh, S.K. Tomar / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 197–228from these ﬁgures that the value of all the coeﬃcients is approximately zero at diﬀerent values of h0 whatever
may be the corrugation parameter pd. However, in general, the values of all the coeﬃcients are found to
increase with increase of corrugation parameter at all angles of incidence. It is observed from these ﬁgures that
irrespective of value of pb/x, all the coeﬃcients diminish at certain angle of incidence. In general, the values of
reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients decrease with increase of frequency parameter at all angles of inci-
dence. Similar variation of the modulus of reﬂection coeﬃcients ðR1p0 ;R1sv0 Þ and transmission coeﬃcients
ðT 1p0 ; T 1sv0 Þ with h0 at diﬀerent values pd and pb/x is noticed.
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Transmitted qP-wavesFR = 0.01
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Fig. 20. Variation of modulus of transmission coeﬃcient T 1pð102Þ of irregular transmitted qP-waves at angle d1 with angle of incidence
for diﬀerent values of FRð¼ pbxÞ.
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Fig. 21. Variation of modulus of transmission coeﬃcient T 1svð102Þ of irregular transmitted qSV-waves at angle c1 with angle of incidence
for diﬀerent values of FRð¼ pbxÞ.
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Using Rayleigh’s method of approximation, we have made a mathematical treatment for reﬂection and
transmission phenomena of qP-wave incident obliquely at a corrugated interface separating two dissimilar
media of monoclinic type. The reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients of the regularly reﬂected and transmit-
ted waves and irregularly reﬂected and transmitted waves for ﬁrst order approximation of the corrugation are
expressed in the compact forms. These coeﬃcients are computed numerically for a speciﬁc model and the eﬀect
of corrugation of the interface and frequency of the incident wave are studied. We conclude that
224 S.S. Singh, S.K. Tomar / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 197–228(i) The coeﬃcients of irregularly reﬂected and refracted waves are found to be proportional to the ampli-
tude of the corrugation of the interface.
(ii) All the coeﬃcients of reﬂected and transmitted waves are found to function of angle of incidence and
elastic parameters of the media. The coeﬃcients for irregularly reﬂected and refracted waves are found
to be functions of corrugation of the interface and frequency of the incident wave.
(iii) It is found in theoretically and numerically that the modulus of reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients of
the plane interface are independent of corrugation as was expected beforehand and also found to be
independent of frequency of the incident wave.
(iv) It is found that the reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients of the irregularly reﬂected and transmitted
waves increase and decrease with increase of corrugation and frequency parameters respectively.
(v) Numerical results reveal that reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients of regularly reﬂected and transmit-
ted waves are found to be greater than that of irregularly reﬂected and transmitted waves.
(vi) Each of the coeﬃcients of irregularly reﬂected and transmitted waves are found to diminish at certain
angle of incidence. However, this angle of incidence is diﬀerent for diﬀerent irregularly reﬂected and
transmitted waves.
(vii) When the qP-wave is made incident at a particular angle, the coeﬃcients of irregularly reﬂected and
transmitted waves are found to increase linearly with corrugation parameter, but with diﬀerent rates.Acknowledgements
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